Homathko
to Waddington
A Kayaker’s Dream of Altitude

Tatlayoko Lake:
51°30’29.66’’N - 124°23’58.77’’W
Mt. Waddington:
51°22’33.12’’N - 125°15’55.40’’W

Camp two at the
trifluence gave the
team a first view of Mt.
Waddington.

Jules halfway up Mt. Waddington looking down the Tiedemann
Glacier with the Homathko at its base.

In May of 2012, a small international team took on a bold expedition to use the
Homathko River to access B.C.’s Mt Waddington. Kayaking one of the continent’s most
exciting multi-day river trips and skiing the Coast Range’s biggest peak in the same
trip, it was a mission of epic proportions
Words: Maxi Kniewasser - Photos: Maxi Kniewasser, Jules Domine and Chris Tretwold
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‘’How the hell can we get up there?’’
After I caught my first glimpse of Mt Waddington while paddling down the Homathko
River in 2010, I asked myself that question repeatedly.
The Homathko is one of the great whitewater challenges on the globe, offering four days
of harrowing class 5 whitewater. The river flows south from the Chilcotin Plateau to the
Pacific Ocean at Bute Inlet, carving a swath deeper than the Grand Canyon through
the heart of the remote Coast Mountains. To the east, the massive Homathko Icefield
stretches endlessly, while to the west the jagged peaks of the Waddington range rise
upwards to the sky. At its closest point, the river is less than 40 kilometers from the
base of Waddington, British Columbia’s highest, and possibly most remote, mountain.
The rare traveler on the Homathko, such as myself, just can’t help but look up, way up,
and wonder...

Chris and Jules approaching the mountains, day 1.

In 1936, William House and Fritz Wiessner walked along the valley carved by the
Homathko River on their historic first ascent of Mount Waddington. They reached the
confluence of the Homathko with the Tiedemann River after 17 days. From there, House
and Wiessner accessed the Tiedemann Glacier, a long tongue of ice that embraces the
eastern side of
Taking 17 days to reach the confluence illustrates both the complexity of the terrain
and the perseverance of the duo. Since then no one has repeated this approach and,
in many ways, Waddington today remains as remote as it was in 1936. Having reached
the confluence in only two days by paddling through the turbulent canyons rather than
hiking around them, it was clear the kayak was the ultimate tool for repeating this
approach.
In early May of this year Chris Tretwold (USA), Jules Domine (FRA) and I traveled to
the shores of Tatlayoko Lake, the source of the Homathko, with high hopes of realizing
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Climbing and paddling seasons
do not usually overlap. Finding

safe river and snow conditions for
boating, climbing, and skiing would
be the crux of the expedition.

An early start on summit day.

The author skining along another impressive icefall.

a long-held dream: the first-ever river accessed ski-mountaineering trip to a major
mountain. After descending the first two days of the Homathko, we would access
Mt Waddington via the Tiedemann Glacier and climb to the northwest peak of the
mountain, 19 meters lower than the main summit but still over 4000 meters high. Once
at the top, the ski down would be the easy part; though we would still face some of the
hardest rapids on the river as the last leg of our adventure.
Climbing and paddling seasons generally do not overlap. Finding safe river and snow
conditions for boating, climbing, and skiing would be the crux of the expedition. The
Homathko is usually paddled at a low flow in September, when the snowmelt season
is over. In May, when the snowpack is at its highest, the river changes from winter
low flow to spring flood in a number of days. We needed to find a small window
before the summer melt would start to flood the tight canyons with unnavigable masses
of water that might leave us stranded in the wilderness. The whole thing was made
more complicated by the fact that during the two weeks on Waddington, levels on the
Homathko would rise substantially. How much was anyone’s guess.
These thoughts weighed heavily on us as we battled a strong headwind paddling across
the Tatlayoko Lake. After several hours, we made it to the outflow of the lake and
paddled down the small and tame beginnings of the Homathko, which at this point
didn’t have more than 10 m3/s in it. We reflected on the challenges ahead as we
paddled easy whitewater deeper into the vast Coast Mountains through which we would
travel. The last time I had paddled through such huge, snow covered peaks was in
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Small picture: The boys at the top.

Nepal. The resemblance to the Himalaya emphasized what we already knew: the BC
Coast Range is the real deal, with epically large mountains in a remote wilderness
setting. As the sun set, illuminating the peaks around us in pink alpenglow, we stopped
for our first camp at a big sandy beach with a dramatic mountain vista.
Waking up early the next morning, we were treated to a moody and misty sunrise along
the river. While collecting firewood, we came upon some very large animal tracks and
following them took us straight back towards our campsite. Sure enough the tracks
went within about ten feet of where we had been sleeping only an hour earlier. When
we realized what kind of tracks they were, a round of nervous laughter passed between
us. None of us had been that close to a cougar before, much less stalked while sleeping!
It was an inauspicious start to our second day on the river.
Later in the day, less than 24 hours after starting the journey, we were faced with our
first moments of serious concern. As we paddled down the Great Canyon, we encountered
multiple avalanches blocking the river. Some we could paddle around, others we could
portage. We managed to maintain our optimism in the face of these obstacles--until
we paddled around a sharp corner and, in serious disbelief, came face to face with the
largest avalanche yet. The current was flowing swiftly between steep canyon walls and
we quickly realized that portaging around was not an option. Climbing around on the
cliff above we tried to see whether or not the rapid below the avalanche was good to
go. What we could see looked manageable, but much of the rapid disappeared out of
sight into the depths of a snow carved tunnel. Chris and I were growing increasingly

anxious. Neither of us thought paddling was a reasonably safe option. Jules figured
otherwise and was keen to give it a try. ‘’Bah, pas de problème, je peux faire ça’’.* Chris
and I remained sceptical: it’s safe to say that whitewater paddling through a dark
avalanche tunnel with exit uncertain was well outside of our comfort zone. And so it
came that the two of us held our breath in anticipation as Jules boofed the entrance
drop and disappeared into darkness.
After several agonizing moments, we saw him paddling out from underneath the
snowslide, finishing the class 5 rapid in style. Chris and I reluctantly followed. All went
well, but it was evident that we had very different perspectives on danger and risk, and
that we had not yet coalesced as a smooth team.
Having passed this first test, we were treated to Birthday Canyon, a stretch of
whitewater through a sculptured granite gorge of a complexity and beauty only Mother
Nature could craft. Farther downstream we completed a heinous portage around an unrunnable gorge and more moderate whitewater before arriving at another memorable
campsite just upstream of the trifluence of the Homathko, Mosely Creek, and Tiedemann
Creek. The following day we would stash our boats at the trifluence and start hiking up
Tiedemann Creek to its namesake glacier. Cooking dinner on granite slabs, the clouds
parted briefly to the west, giving us our first views of the Tiedemann Glacier and Mt.
Waddington behind. It was exciting to get the initial glimpse of our objective on this
trip, but disheartening to see how far we had yet to go.
By early afternoon of the third day, we had arrived at the snout of the glacier, where
*’’Well, no problem, i can do that’

Chris shredding through an imposing icefall.

a heli had previously air-dropped our mountaineering gear, food, and fuel. A massive
gear explosion revealed how much stuff we had to get up the glacier. That evening we
carried a first load up to a spot where we could start using our skis and sled.
Traveling up the glacier was gruelling, requiring three long days of tricky route finding
through the icefall with heavy loads and constant gradient. Thirty kilometers from the
snout of the glacier and 1500 meters above the moraine, we were already exhausted
and had yet to reach the base of the mountain. The scale of the place and the lack of
reference marks on the ice made judging distance impossible. What we thought would
take five minutes took an hour and a half. It should have been a lesson in suffering
but the epic scenery surrounding us made up for it: huge granite spires soared straight
from the glacier to the high clouds above, while tributary glaciers colliding with the
Tiedemann formed a dramatic confluence of ice and debris.
The night before we made it to basecamp, we watched a beautiful sunset with lenticular
clouds forming over the mountains behind us. The photographer in me was excited
about the dramatic display, while the pragmatist in me realized that lenticular clouds
usually forecast precipitation and storm, not exactly ideal mountaineering weather.
Once at basecamp there was only limited time to enjoy the views of Mt. Waddington and
the Tiedemann Group towering above us. By the first evening, the weather started to
deteriorate just as the clouds had predicted the night before. Winds picked up quickly
and, before we knew it, we were caught in a full-on storm that kept us grounded for two
days and nearly destroyed our tent. These two days were long as the three of us, puffed
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Jules Domine navigating through Birthday Canyon on day 2

Preparing a well deserved meal after 12 days in the mountains.

Chris and Jules paddling through the avalanche maze deep in the Great Canyon.

up in down gear, shared a very cozy two-person tent. Chris grew increasingly anxious
to get out on his snowboard, while I regretted not having brought a book. For the two
of us, patience with the delay was a challenge. Only Jules appreciated the forced down
days, giving the painful blisters on his feet a much-needed chance to heal.
After another stormy evening, we woke up to calmer conditions and a wonderful clear
and star-filled sky. This was our chance. We left basecamp just after 2:00 a.m. and
still needed our headlamps as we approached the first technical section, the ascent of
Combatant Col.
Criss-crossing between open crevasses, I suddenly heard a crack. My stomach tightened
as I realized I had made a big mistake. As the snow bridge below me collapsed and I
accelerated downward, it was pure instinct that got my crampon and ice axe into the ice
and kept me from falling farther into the crevasse. Hanging on for dear life, I glanced
down into a deep crack with no bottom in sight. My partners had me tight on the rope
within seconds and I managed to escape the crevasse safely, but the experience was a
grim reminder of the dangers of travelling in big mountains. There is only you and your
teammates to rely on, and often limited time to act. As I fell into the crevasse, we all
reacted quickly and effectively; the experience strengthened the trust between us and
brought us closer together as a team.
Anxiety on the ascent remained high. To gain access to the Angel Glacier, the route to
the top, we had to cross under a huge icefall that regularly lost large chunks of ice.
Chris noted that this traverse was akin to ‘’someone pointing a gun at your head and it
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may go and it may not.’’ We un-roped for this section and skinned as fast as our legs and
lungs allowed us. After 20 minutes I had made it across, and joined the other two for a
deep sigh of relief. The ice had held.
A lot more skinning and a few more crevasse and bergschrund crossings brought us
at last to the final snow-pyramid before the northwest summit. At the top we were
rewarded with magnificent views over the dramatic Coast Mountains. As far as the
eye could see, steep granite mountains rose from the ice-filled valleys below and way
in the distance down the path of the Tiedemann Glacier wound the tight gorges of
the Homathko. After a snack and obligatory photo taking it was time to head down.
Powder turns sweetened the long descent, and the three of us revelled in carving bold
lines through imposing icefalls and jumping open crevasses before finally arriving at
basecamp just as the day’s last light faded.
Relieved to have the major ascent behind us, we spent a few more days skiing in the
mountains before it was time to head back to the river. We left basecamp early in the
morning and flew down the long glacier that had been so much work to come up.
Getting off the glacier was a challenge, however. Snow had receded, making travel more
difficult. Loose rocks lay delicately balanced on steep, sheer blue ice. Every step sent
large amounts of debris sliding down the ice and into deep crevasses at the bottom,
threatening to take us with it. At this point, my energy was completely sapped from the
gruelling physical activity of the past two weeks. Jules appeared to struggle similarly.
The two of us wanted to descend the steeper and shorter, but more exposed, route off

the glacier. Chris was a voice of reason and convinced us to follow him to the side of the
lateral moraine and then down a moderately steep gully to the safe land below, avoiding
most dangers of the glacier. Minor disagreements on which route to take were put aside
and the euphoria of having finished the mountain section of the trip overcame us. Team
morale was never higher.
On day 15 we made it back to the river. Warm weather had roughly doubled the flow
of water since we had left our kayaks 12 days earlier. An estimated 350 m3/s, would
make the paddle out through the bottom canyons even more exciting. Early the next
morning, as we headed towards the biggest rapid on the river, ‘’The Bet’’, we began to
notice the river behaving strangely. It was flowing too high in the trees and too slowly:
it was dammed up! A few miles downstream we reached a massive landslide that had
come off the mountains on the left, blocking the river. What usually was a deep canyon
with bedrock rapids now was a long and continuous boulder garden rapid, with massive
haystack waves and thunderous hydraulics. I was mentally prepared for the ‘’Three Acts
of Tragedy’’ canyons and the rapids in them. This landslide changed everything and fear
of the unknown overcame me.
The ever-optimistic Chris, by this point in the trip in the best physical condition of
the three of us, approached the rapid with plenty of energy. His ability to perform hard
exercise day after day on little food was a spectacular example of ‘’old men’s strength’’
(at the ripe old age of 36). Jules had struggled similarly to me in the mountains, but
better dealt with the new challenges on the water. The 22-year old Frenchman, most in

What usually was a
deep canyon with
bedrock rapids
now was a long

and continuous
boulder rapid,
with massive
haystack waves
and thunderous
hydraulics.
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Professional Coach of the Year Simon Westgarth, Northern Norway, photo Jakub Sedivy

Kniewasser’s living room with only his gear.
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Dropping gear at the snout of the Tiedemann Glacier.
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The author catching his breath after another long climb.

It should have
been a lesson
in suffering, but
the epic scenery
surrounding us
made up for it:

huge granite spires
soared straight from
the glacier to the high
clouds above while
tributary glaciers
colliding with the
Tiedemann formed a
dramatic confluence
of ice and debris.
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LINE IT UP AND LET IT GO | SPARK SUIT
Jules and Maxi exhilarated by the emergency food cache
at Plummer Hut.

Act of Tragedy Canyon two years prior. On our trip the canyon
was completely filled in with debris.

his element when things get questionable, remained calm and calculated and saw the new challenge for what it
was - tough but solvable. In the middle of the age pack, I felt too young for old men’s strength yet too old for
the easy optimism and energy that often comes with youth. My two team members did a great job of pepping
me up mentally and their energetic and focused attitudes inspired the last bit of strength and bravery in me
to tackle the newly formed rapids that thundered on with no end in sight.
Landslides often make very awful rapids. This particular one was fast, long, and difficult to stop in. Around
every corner I feared the worst, as the river kept raging on. We ended up running the entire rapid, some five
miles long, mostly because we were too tired to portage. At one point we paddled a big section through oldgrowth forest; the landslide had filled in the entire canyon with debris, so the river was now rushing over the
banks and through the trees. Eventually the rapid mellowed and the riverbed returned to normal. Paddling out
of the last deep canyon, a wave of relief washed over us. We had passed all major difficulties just as I reached
my physical and mental breaking point.
At camp that night we stayed up late, reliving the many memorable moments of the past two and a half weeks
and enthusiastically discussing what food we would eat once back in civilization. The last day consisted of a
long paddle out on the meandering Homathko to Bute Inlet where a trusted old de Havilland Beaver floatplane
awaited us and took us back to our starting point. The flight home was a stunning time-lapse of the country
we had travelled during the past 17 days, in our kayaks, on foot, and on skis. Although we had succeeded in
making it down the Homathko and up Mt. Waddington, it had been a truly humbling experience. As the plane
touched down on Tatlayoko Lake, I felt somewhat surprised that we had managed to pull it off. How the hell
did we do that?

Congratulations to Palm team member Simon Westgarth on winning CKUK's
Professional Coach of the Year award!
He's been helping us test and develop gear for as long as we can remember, and it
was Simon's spark of an idea to create a dynamic freeride suit to meet the needs of
the modern whitewater paddler. Winner of the CKUK Gear of the Year award, we're
proud to present the Spark Suit, the most comfortable, flexible paddling suit ever
created.

Search ‘Palm Spark’ for video
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